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gameplay is much like other games in the serious sam series. the goal is to reach the end of the level while fighting off massive hordes of enemies. weapons and ammo are scattered throughout the levels in order to make sure that the player has the weapons and ammo needed to reach the end of the level, along with healing items to recover lost health and armor in order to reduce the amount of damage the player takes per hit. the player can also use vehicles in certain levels, making it the first serious sam
game that lets the player drive around in vehicles. a total of five weapons may be collected, ranging from the unassuming super shotgun, which can be found early in the game, the crazy dog, which comes in later in the game, to the big xm4000 minigun. despite these differences, the game is identical in terms of controls, and the player can switch between weapons during gameplay. while playing, a stock can be carried, and when emptying the stock, it only gives the player a new, limited ammo. worth

mentioning is that some weapons have a secondary mode of fire, provided first the player has found the alternate ammo type (e.g. the xm4000 minigun can also fire homing or ricochet bullets). the glorious high-definition (hd) chaos from the first encounter continues now in serious sam hd: the second encounter, a remake of the classic arcade fps serious sam: the second encounter, which originally scored an overall of 85% on metacritic and was awarded game of the month on gamespot! serious sam hd: the
second encounter includes spectacularly enhanced visuals and more special effects like hippy and kids mode, with trademark frantic single-play, newly developed survival and beast hunt modes, along with all time favorite cooperative play. combine those with intense versus and team modes for up to 16 players and in over 18 multiplayer maps, demo recording option, spectators and dedicated server support, serious sam hd: the second encounter is a worthy successor to the original masterpiece.
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the game starts out with mental talking to an evil serious sam clone and telling him not to cause any mischief nor get into his personal time-lock while he's gone. however, a short while after mental leaves, the clone decides to jump into the time-lock. soon afterwards, sam and a scientist are investigating an unusual time
anomaly in a lab. it's determined that sam should enter the time-lock and investigate the anomaly himself. if the player beats the game on serious difficulty (next encounter lacks a mental difficulty ) and find all the secrets, then they will unlock cheats (god mode, infinite ammo, etc). worth mentioning is that if the player dies

they can revive themselves by sacrificing 5000 points from their score (if they lack this amount, then they will get an instant game over). however, this will lower the end of the level score and prevent them from achieving a gold medal, therefore it's advised to beat the game without dying even once. keyboard & mouse control:
with keyboard controls, you can control the game using the keyboard. you will need to hold down the alt key and use the keys down the right to move, left arrow keys to jump, up arrow keys to climb, down arrow keys to drop, space to fire. by default these keys are bound to the movement, jump, climb and fire actions but you
can change them on the edit controls sub-menu. mines: mine is a weapon with which you can destroy the walls. when the ticker reaches the red bar, the invisible mine explodes. when it explodes, you will lose points. you can choose to pick up mine from the ground when it explodes (you still get the points) or have it explode

automatically after the timer is off. 5ec8ef588b
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